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relation to the quantum propagator is considered. The new formalism of quantum mechanics,
based on the probability representation of the state, is applied to particular quadratic systems
— the harmonic oscillator, particle's free motion, problems of an ion in a Paul trap and in
asymmetric Penning trap, and to the process of stimulated Raman scattering. The classical
propagator for these systems is written in an explicit form.
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1 Introduction

The wave function of the quantum system can be determined at any moment of time, if it is
determined at the initial moment of time, as an overlap integral of the initial wave function and
Green function of the Schrodinger equation over the initial coordinates. The Green function
determines the evolution of the wave function and it is called "quantum propagator." The
quantum propagator can be found from the Schrodinger evolution equation and it is a complex
transition-probability amplitude from the initial to the final position of the system. The density
matrix of pure state of the quantum system is the product of the wave function of a coordinate
and complex conjugate wave function of another coordinate. Due to this, the evolution of the
density matrix is determined by the other quantum propagator, which is the product of the
Green function of the Schrodinger equation and its complex conjugate function depending on
the other argument. In the general case, the quantum propagator for the density matrix is a
complex function.

Recently, in view of the symplectic tomography scheme [1,2], the new formulation of quantum
mechanics was suggested [3, 4], in which instead of the wave function and density matrix (Wigner
function) a quantum state was described by the position-probability distribution (marginal dis-
tribution or tomographic probability), the position being measured in an ensemble of reference
frames in the classical phase space, obtained by rotating and scaling the axis of an initial refer-
ence frame. The evolution of the marginal probability distribution of the quantum state satisfies
the new equation (an analog of the Schrodinger equation), first introduced in [3]. The equation
has the form of a generalized classical Fokker-Planck equation of classical probability theory.
The evolution of marginal distribution can be described with the help of the classical propa-
gator, which is the Green function of the generalized classical Fokker-Planck equation. The
classical propagator contains all information on the quantum system and is connected with the
quantum propagator by integral transform. The physical meaning of the classical propagator
consists in the fact that it determines the transition probability from the initial to the final
position, considered in an ensemble of reference frames in the phase space. Due to this, the
classical propagator is not only a more simple real function (in comparison with the quantum
one), but it takes only nonnegative values. The quantum propagator is completely determined
by the classical propagator [5, 6]. The new formulation of quantum mechanics of [3, 4] recently
was applied to some physical problems [7, 8].

The aim of this paper is to apply the symplectic tomography scheme to physically differ-
ent quantum systems, to construct classical propagators in an explicit form for these systems,
expanding the results of [6, 9, 10]. The systems under consideration are physically different,
but united by the same quality, and they are described by quadratic (in quadrature operators)
Hamiltonians. We write down explicit expressions for the classical propagator for free particle,
harmonic oscillator, an ion in a Paul trap, and an ion in a Penning trap.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the marginal distribution of generic quantum
state in the symplectic tomography scheme is constructed. In Section 3, the tomographic proba-
bility (marginal distribution) of pure state with wave function is presented and general properties
of the classical propagator are studied. In Section 4, the classical propagator is derived in the
quasiclassical approximation. In Section 5, the classical propagator for free particle is consid-



ered, in view of the known Green function of this quantum system. In Section 6, the classical
propagator for generic quadratic systems is obtained applying the method of time-dependent
linear integrals of motion. In Section 7, classical propagators for free motion and for harmonic
oscillator (partial cases of generic quadratic systems) are discussed. In Sections 8 and 9, the
classical propagator for an ion in a Paul trap and for an ion in a Penning trap is considered.
The process of stimulated Raman scattering in the framework of the tomographic approach is
studied in Section 10. In Section 11, the equation for the optical marginal distribution is written
in Bargmann representation. The concluding remarks are presented in Section 12.

2 Quantum State as Probability Distribution

It was shown [1] that for generic linear combination of quadratures which is a measurable
observable (h = 1)

X = iiq + vp, (1)

where q and p are the position and momentum, respectively; the marginal distribution w (X, /i, v)
(normalized with respect to the variable X), depending on the two extra real parameters /i and v,
is related to the state of the quantum system expressed in terms of its Wigner function W(q, p)
as follows

w (X, »,") = j exp [-ik(X -w- vp)\ W(q, p) ̂ 0^ . (2)

The physical meaning of the parameters \i and v is that they describe an ensemble of rotated
and scaled reference frames in which the position X is measured.

For \i = cos (p and v = sin if, marginal distribution (2) is the distribution for the homodyne-
output variable used in optical tomography [11].

Formula (2) can be inverted and the Wigner function of the state can be expressed in terms
of the marginal distribution [1]:

1 f
W(q, p) = — w(X, fi, u) exp [-i (fiq + up - X)) dfi dv dX . (3)

27T J

Since the Wigner function determines completely the quantum state of a system and, on the
other hand, this function itself is completely determined by the marginal distribution, one can
understand the notion of the quantum state in terms of the classical marginal distribution for
squeezed and rotated quadrature.

Following [5], we say that the quantum state is given if the position-probability distribution
w (X, fi, v) in an ensemble of rotated and scaled reference frames in the classical phase space is
given.

It is worth noting, that the information contained in the marginal distribution w (X, (j,, v)
is overcomplete. To determine the quantum state completely, it is sufficient to give the function
for arguments with the constraints /J,2 + v2 = 1 which corresponds to the optical tomography
scheme [11, 12], i.e., /J, = cost/? and the rotation angle <p labels a reference frame in the classical
phase space.

During the last decade, a lot of •different schemes were suggested for measuring quantum
states, for example, the atomic-beam deflection [13, 14], conditional measurements on the atom
in a micromaser set-up [15, 16], the Autler-Townes spectroscopy [17], resonance fluorescence [18],



homodyning [19], unbalanced homodyning [20], photon chopping [21], photon counting or photon

number tomography [20, 22-24]. The symplectic tomography scheme can open new opportunities

for discovering the nature of quantum mechanics.

3 Marginal Distribution and Classical Propagator

Let a quantum state be described by the wave function ^ (x). The nonnegative marginal

distribution w (X, n, v), which describes the quantum state, is given by the relationship [25, 8]

1 f T , . fin 2 iX \ , 2

w {X, fi, v) = -—— / * (y) exp — y y \ dy (4)

where the random coordinate X corresponds to the particle's position and the real parameters

[i and u label the reference frame in the classical phase space, in which the position is measured.

The evolution of the marginal distribution w (X, /x, u, t) can be described by means of the

classical propagator II (X2, (.12, ^2, X\, n\, v\, t2, t\), in view of the integral relationship [4]

W I ,H2,V2,t2) = / n(X2,112, "2, Xi, in, v>i,t2,ti) w [Xu m, vi,ti) dXydnidi/i . (5)

Below, we will also use the notation II (X2, fJ>2, ^2, Xi, /ii, v\, t) for the classical propagator in

the case of £1 = 0 , ti = t.

In view of Eq. (4), the marginal distribution w (X, /J., v) has the property [7]

w (aX, au, au) = 1—- w (X. u. v). (6)
\a\

Due to this, the classical propagator has the analogous property [6]

n (bX, 6/i, bv, bX', 6/i', bu\ t) = - ^ II (X, /i, v, X\ / / , v', t) . (7)

The Green function G (x, y, t) (quantum propagator) is determined by the relationship

(x,y,t)*{y,t = Q)dy. (8)

For the wave function, we also used the notation

* (y) = * {y, t = 0).

One can show [6] that the classical and quantum propagators are related by integral transform

xexp
r / v + z\~\
\ikiX' -X + iia-n'— — j dkdydzda. (9)

Relationship (9) provides the expression for the classical propagator in terms of the Green func-

tion of the Schrodinger evolution equation. One can see that the classical propagator depends

on the difference of positions X' — X.



If one introduces notation

K (X, X', Y, Y', t) = G (X, Y, t) G*(X', Y',t),

the inverse of (9) can be found [5]

K (X, X', Z, Z', t)

(10)

x'\ z-z'rl z2-z12 /
) ' * + J M

xU(Y, fx,X- X', Y', //, i/', t) d^dfj,1' dY dY'' dv'.

Thus, given the classical propagator for the classical marginal distribution, the propagator

for density matrix is also given.

Deriving (11) we used the following relationships:

W (a, p) = — / w (X. a, v) exp f—i [uq + up — X)] dadvdX , (12)
2-n J v l v n v '

p (X,X') — — / w (Y,/x,X — X') exp \i I Y — // I dp,dY , (13)

(14)

The last formulas give relationships between the marginal distribution w (X, p, u), Wigner func-

tion, and density matrix in the coordinate representation.

4 Quasiclassical Approximation for the Classical Propagator

Formula (9) gives the exact expression for the classical propagator in terms of the quantum

Green function G (x2, x\, t). On the other hand, there exists the quasiclassical van-Vleck formula

for the Green function of the Schrodinger equation

iS(X2,X!,t) (15)

where we introduce the following notation for the determinant:

d2s d2s
dx\

82S d2S
dx\

In formula (15), 5(x2, X\, t) is the classical action and the function C(t) is taken according to

the Schrodinger equation for the Green function.

One can use quasiclassical approximation (15) for the Green function in order to obtain the

classical propagator in the quasiclassical approximation. We arrive at [6]

M \C(t)\2i f
(X,/j,,i',Xl,fj,',i'',t) = -—2 / dkdydzda k2 8 (y — z — kv') '\VxVy



f / kv \ ( kv \
x exp < iS I a + —, y, t I — io I a — — , z, t 1

I V ^ / V ^ /
- X) (16)

where the notation

X2 = a +
ku

2"'
= y, y i = a - T'

is used in the argument of the classical action.

5 Green Function and Classical Propagator for Free Motion and
Harmonic Oscillator

Now let us illustrate relationship (9) by a simple example of free motion. For a free particle

(h = m — 1), the Green function is of the known form

i(x-yfG 0 , y, t) = exp
\J2-Klt

The classical propagator for free motion found in [4, 5] has the appearance

n f (X, n, i/, X', n', v', t)=6(X- X') 6(n- nf) 8{v-v' + fit) .

(17)

(18)

We can calculate the classical propagator (18) employing relation (9), where the Green func-

tion (17) for free motion is used. As a result, we arrive at

(X,\i,v,X',fi',u',t) = —? I dkdydz
4 7TZ J

k'28 ( y - z - hi/)
da

ku

+ik I X — X + ua — u '—

kv

(19)

Integration in Eq. (19) over variable a gives a delta-function, namely,

'k(v + jit) +z-y"
da

t

After introducing new variables

y + z = s, y - z = m

and integrating over variable s, one obtains another delta-function

ds
t

After integrating first over variable m and then over variable k, one arrives at the expression

nf (X, /i, v, X', fi', i/, t) = \t\ 6(X- X') 6(v-v' + lit) 8 {y - v' + \it) . (20)

6



In view of the relationships for delta-functions

8 (x + y) 8 (x + z) = 8 (x + y) 6 (y - z), 8 f | J = \t\ 8 (x),

one obtains the result (18).

Another example is the harmonic oscillator, for which the Green function has the form

(m = to = Ti — 1)

Cos (x, y, t) = ; exp
2t

i
-cott

.2

By using formula (9), we obtain the classical propagator for the harmonic oscillator,

nos {X,/J,, V, X', n',v', t) = -—j / dkdydzda ———j

/ ol iy ( kv\ icott
x exp

(22)

Integration in Eq. (22) over variable a gives a delta-function, namely,

/
da => 8 \k(ucott + u) I .

\ sint /

Integration in Eq. (22) over variable s = y + z results in another delta-function

f , .(. . . , kv\
\ ds ==> 8 (y — z) cot t — ku .

J V sint/
Integration over variable m = y — z gives the term

I dm=> T—^—8{k(i/cott + u) — 1 8 (ki/'cott- ku! — ) . (23)
J |sint| V sinty V sint/ V ;

Employing properties of delta-function, after the last integration over variable k. one obtains

= | sin t\ 8 (X — X') 8 (y cos t + /J, sin t — u') 8 {y' cos t — / / sin t — u)

= 8(X -X') 8(ucost- fisint- v') 8 (/x cos t + v sin t - //) . (24)

Expression (24) is the classical propagator for the harmonic oscillator; it was derived using the

different technique in [4, 5, 7].

6 Quadratic System

Let us consider the system with the quadratic Hermitian Hamiltonian

H=\{QBQ) + CQ, (25)



where one has the vector-operator Q = (p, q). The symmetric 2x2-matrix B and real 2-vector

C depend on time. The system has linear integrals of motion [26, 27]:

I(t) = A(t)Q + A(t). (26)

Here the real symplectic 2x2-matrix A (t) and real vector A (t) satisfy the equations

A = iABay, A = iAayC, (27)

with the initial conditions

A(0) = l ; A(0) = 0. (28)

As follows from (2) and, in view of the property of Wigner function [27], the classical propagator

reads [5]

Tl(X, n, v,X',n', i/, t) = 8 (X - X' + M A~lA)8 (W - TV A"1), (29)

where the vectors TV and TV' are

For the quadratic systems without linear terms (C = 0), the classical propagator is

U(X, fi, v, X', / / , is', t) = 6(X -X')8{M' -MA~l). (30)

Thus, if one knows the linear integrals of motion, i.e., the matrix A[t) and vector A (t), one

knows the classical propagator.

7 Free Particle and Harmonic Oscillator

First let us consider the most simple examples: free particle and one-dimensional harmonic

oscillator. The Hamiltonian for free motion is

H = f (3D
There exist two linear invariants [26, 27]

Po{t)=P, qo(t) = q-pt. (32)

In view of Eq. (26), A (t) = 0, and the symplectic 2x2-matrix reads

A ( * ) = ( _ 1 , J ) . (33)

Thus, we have

\t) = {v + nt, y). (34)

Consequently, the classical propagator for free motion has the form [4]

nf(X, /x, v, X', / / , !/', t) = 6{X- X') 6{i/-v- yt) 8 {(JL - fi'). (35)



For the harmonic oscillator, linear invariants are known [26, 27], and the matrix A (t) reads

/ cos* sint\
\ — sin t cos t I v '

This means that for the harmonic oscillator

MK~l(t) — {y cos t — fi sin t, u sin t + /j, cos t). (37)

Consequently, the classical propagator for the harmonic oscillator is [4]

nOs (X,n, v,X1,[/, u') =6{X -X')6 [v' -vcost + fisint) 6(n' - vsint - /icost). (38)

So one can see, that classical propagators for free motion and harmonic oscillator are products

of three Dirac delta-functions with time-dependent arguments.

8 Ion in a Paul Trap

In this section, we will discuss the propagator for an ion in a Paul trap [28] (see also [29]).

In papers [30, 31], it was suggested to model an ion in a Paul trap by the Hamiltonian of the

parametric oscillator

where, for simplicity, we put ft = m — UJ (0) = 1. The integrals of motion for the parametric

oscillator are well known [32]:

A=-j=[e(t)p-i(t)q], (40)

where function e satisfies the classical trajectory equation

e (t) + w2 (t) e(t) = 0 , (41)

with the initial conditions

e(0) = l , i(0) = i.

The integrals of motion satisfy boson commutation relations

[A,A*] = 1. (42)

In the case of an ion in a Paul trap, the oscillator's frequency has the following dependence on

time [30]:

u2 (t) = 1 + K2 sin2 nt. (43)

The squeezed correlated states of an ion are the eigenstates of operator (40) (see, for exam-

ple, [32]). So, one has

f M2 "2e*W y/2ax\
+^~[' (44)



where
1 / 4 | / 2 ^ (45)

is an analog of the ground state for the oscillator with time-dependent frequency and a is a

complex number. One can calculate the dispersions of coordinate and momentum for states (44),

(45); they are

°w = ~^— - app = - ^ ~ • (46)

Dispersions of coordinate and momentum (46) minimize the Schrodinger-Robertson uncertainty

relation

For systems with the Hamiltonian of the form

- P2

H = y + V(q),

the equation for the marginal distribution was found in [3, 4]. In our case, the marginal distri-

bution of an ion in a Paul trap satisfies the equation

w - u — w + u? (t) v 7— w — 0 . (48)
dv d^i

One can write the marginal distribution of an ion in a Paul trap in the state with wave func-

tion (44) in the explicit form

Wa {Xf ^ „, t) = — 2 = exp { - &- X/ ) . (49)

Here, the mean value of measurable observable is expressed in terms of the numbers //,, v which

label reference frame in the phase space

X = v{q) + u(p), (50)

where the mean values of coordinate and momentum are

(p) = - L ( a e * + a*e) , (51)

(q) = -L(ae* + a*e). (52)

The dispersion of measurable observable is expressed in terms of the numbers fi, v in the following

way:
2 2 , (53)

where aqq, app, and apq are determined by Eqs. (46) and (47). By presenting the Hamilto-

nian (39) in the matrix form, we see that vectors C = 0, A = 0, Q — (p,q), and matrices B and

A(t) are of the form:

B-(l °
0 1 + K2sm2n

10



(e-e*) (l/2t)(€-c*

So, in view of Eq. (29), we can write the expression for the classical propagator in the explicit

form

The propagator is a product of three delta-functions and it satisfies the following equation:

ri - n | 5 + (i + K2 sin2 ^ , ^ ,
(-/IS

A more detailed description of the symplectic tomography of an ion in a Paul trap and an ion

in a Penning trap was given in [33].

9 Classical Propagator for an Ion in Asymmetric Penning Trap

In this section, we consider an ion in asymmetric Penning trap. The squeezed and correlated

states of an ion in a Penning trap were discussed in [34]. The Schrodinger cat states of an ion

in a Paul trap were constructed in [35]. In [36, 37], it was shown that the motion of an ion in

asymmetric Penning trap is described by the following Hamiltonian (see also [38]):

H = ̂ (pl + P2
y) + ̂ {xpy - ypx) + J(LO2

XX2 + co2
yy

2), (54)

where magnetic field is taken to be perpendicular to the (x, j/)-plane, u>c is a cyclotron frequency,

and frequencies ux and uy are

W 2 u>c ^^ ^ y - l i + ̂ j y . uy - — - (1 -D)—,

where D is a parameter which describes axial asymmetry of the field, and u>z is the axial

frequency.

Now we write down Hamiltonian (54) in the matrix form (25). Vectors C and A are equal

to zero, and vector Q — (px,py,x,y). The matrix B reads

l/2m 0 0 -w c /

B =
0 l /2m wc/4 0
0 wc/4 OJI/A 0

V-u;c/4 0 0 ^ 2 /

The matrix A(t), which determines the linear integrals of motion of an ion in a Penning trap, is

the solution of the equation

A = AEB,

where

£ =

11



We find the solution of the equation for the A(t)-matrix in the form

Mn(t ) A12(i) A13(t)

- A 2 l ( < ) A 2 2 ( t ) A 2 ; i W

- A 3 l ( i ) A 3 2 ( i ) A 3 3 ( t )

\A4 i ( t ) A42(t) A43(«) A 4 4( i ) /

The inverse of the matrix A(i) is given by the simple relationship

/ A u ( - t ) Ai2(-t) Ai3(-i) A14(-*)'

- AC-/̂  - A 2 l ( ^ } A 2 2 ( ~ f ) A 2 3 ( " f ) A 2 4 ( "
{ ] A31(-t) A32(-t) A33(-t) A34(-i)

\A4 i (- t ) A42(-i) A43(-<) A44(-t).

Thus, in view of the general formula (29), we can write the classical propagator for an ion in

asymmetric Penning trap in the form of a product of six Dirac delta-functions

U(X, Y, fix,fiy, vx, i/y, X', Y', \LX, ii'y, vx, v'y,t)

- S(X - X')6(Y - Y')6{v'x - N[)8{u'y - N'2)8^'x - N^6^'y - N'4).

Components of the vector N' = (N[, N'2, N'z, N'4) = NA~l{t) are of the form

Â{ = vxAn(-t) + i/yA2i(-t) + /xxA3i(-t) + |xyA4i(-t),

N'2 = i/xAi2(-t) + i/yA22(-«) + / i sA3 2(- t) + //vA4 2(-t) ,

iV4 = v x A M ( - t ) + i/vA24(-t) + MxA34(-i)

The symplectic tomography scheme was applied to the motion of an ion in a Penning trap also

in [9].

10 The Classical Propagator for Stimulated Raman Scattering

In this section, we consider another example of a system described by quadratic Hamiltonian,

namely, the process of stimulated Raman scattering. In papers [39, 40], the photon distribution

function for the Stokes wave in the framework of linear integrals of motion for systems with

quadratic Hamiltonians was obtained in the explicit form and expressed both in terms of Hermite

polynomials of two variables with zero arguments and in terms of Legendere polynomials. New

integrals of motion for the process of stimulated Raman scattering were found. Some aspects of

studying the classical propagator and applying the symplectic tomography scheme to stimulated

Raman scattering were considered in [9].

In [41, 42, 39], stimulated Raman scattering was described in the framework of a simple

model of a two-dimensional oscillator, the photons of the Stokes mode being described by the

one mode of the oscillator and the phonons of the medium being described by the another mode

of the oscillator. The interaction of photons and phonons is taken to be quadratic in creation

and annihilation operators of the photons and phonons.

12



The simplest phenomenological Hamiltonian, which is successfully used for the description

of the one-mode Stokes-wave excitation, can be written in the form [39, 41-43] (see also, for

example, [44, 45])

H = usa*a + uxittb + K [e-^'aW + e^'ba] , (h = 1), (55)

where a and u>s are the annihilation operator and frequency of the Stokes photon, respectively,

b and W31 are, respectively, the annihilation operator and frequency of the phonon, respectively,

U>L is the laser frequency, and K is the coupling constant. The laser field is considered as a

classical one and its frequency is determined by the condition

UL — W31 + u)$. (56)

The damping and depletion of the laser light wave are neglected. Anti-Stokes-mode excitation

is also neglected and excitation of the singe phonon mode is taken into consideration.

We show that there exist time-dependent integrals of motion for the model of Stokes-wave

excitation. Let us construct four non-Hermitian operators

a(t) = ae

a\t) = a V ^ 5 ' cosh («i) - ibeiu)3lt sinh (nt);
(57)

b(t) = Sc1"31'cosh (Kt) + »ate"lws* sinh (/ct);

St(t) = S+e-^31* cosh (nt) - iaeiuJst sinh (Kt).

In view of the commutation relations of the photon creation and annihilation operators o, d*

and the phonon creation and annihilation operators b, tf, one can check that the operators

constructed above satisfy boson commutation relations

and the operators a(t), b(t), and their Hermitian conjugates commute as

[a(t),b(t)) = 0; [a(t),b\t)] = O;

It can be shown, that the total time derivatives

da(t)
=

db{t) db(t) i
= +

of the operators (57) are equal to zero, i.e.,

da(t) _ da\t) _

dt ~ ' dt
) - nn

dt dt

13



Consequently, the operators a(t), af(t), b(t), and W(t) are integrals of motion (linear in

the photon and phonon creation and annihilation operators) for the Stokes-mode excitation in

the framework of the model with Hamiltonian (55). Operators (57) are equal to the standard

photon and phonon creation and annihilation operators at the initial time moment and their

commutators are time-independent at all time moments.

Let us introduce quadrature components of the photon and phonon creation and annihilation

operators

d — d* a + d^

b - St _ b + S*

For the Stokes-mode excitation, one can write four additional integrals of motion, in view of the

properties of integrals of motion,

pa(t) = pa cosh Kt cosoJst + qa cosh nt sinuj$t

—pbsink K,t sinu>3it+ %s'mh Kt cosoo^t;

qa (t) = —pa cosh nt sin u>st + qa cosh Kt cos cost

+PbSinhKt cosu>3it + qbs'mhKt
(58)

Pb(t) = ~Pa sinh Kt sin ust + qa sinh Kt cos ujgt

+pb cosh Kt cos LUzit + % cosh Kt sinu>3it;

Qb(t) = Pa sinh Kt cos uJst + Qa sinh Kt sina>s£

—pi, cosh Kt sincu^it + % cosh Kt

The physical meaning of invariants (58) is that their eigenvalues determine the initial values of

classical quadrature components in the phase space of mean values (pa), (pb), (Qa), and {<"/(,). The

number of photons does not conserve in the process of stimulated Raman scattering. But since

any function of integrals of motion is the integral of motion, one can find some time-dependent

combinations of the photon and phonon numbers, which are integrals of motion.

Thus, the observable

Na(t) = aHt)a{t)

= dtdcosh2(fct) + (brb

lattf exp[—it(us + W31)] - abex.p[it (u>s + W31)]} sinh

is the integral of motion, which has the physical meaning of the initial number of photons in the

system's state.

The observable

Nb(t) =

= brb cosh2{Kt) + (d fo + l ) sinh2(^)

+ - |d"l"6^exp [—it (us + <^3i)] — d6exp [it (us + W31)] j sinh (2nt)
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is the integral of motion, which has the physical meaning of the initial number of phonons in

the system's state.

The difference of the two integrals of motion

Na(t) - Nb(t) = afd - brb

is the time-independent integral of motion, which has the physical meaning of the difference of

photon and phonon numbers in the system, which is constant of the motion for the phenomeno-

logical Hamiltonian (55). Thus, for stimulated Raman scattering we have found new integrals

of motion.

Let us introduce a vector constructed of quadrature components of photon and phonon of

the medium at the initial time moment

Q = (pa,Pb,Qa,qb)

and a vector constructed from the integrals of motion

l(t)= (Pa{t),pb(t),qa(t),qb(t)).

Then the relationship between the integrals of motion (58) and the initial quadrature components

is of the form

I(t) = A(t)Q,

where the real symplectic matrix A(t) is determined by the equation

(
cosh nt cos u>st —sinhntsmujsit cosh Kt sin ust sinhntcosuzyt \

— sinh Ktsinust cosh nt cos u>sit sinh Kt cos cost cosh Kt sin u>s\t
— cosh Kt sin cost + sinh Kt cos cosit cosh Kt cos uist sinh Kt sin co^it
+ sinh Kt cos u>$t — cosh Kt sin uzit sinhKtsinu>st cosh Kt cos u)$\t /

The classical propagator, which describes the evolution of tomographic probability of the

quantum state, for quadratic system is expressed in terms of matrix A(i) [5]. In view of generic

expression for the classical propagator for stimulated Raman scattering, one obtains

n (X, [ia, ua, Y, w» i/b, X', n'a, v'a, Y', fj,'b, v'b)

= 6 (X - X1) 6 (Y - Y')

x6lu'a — va cosh Kt cos cost — vb sinh Kt sin u^t

—/ia cosh Kt sinujst + \xb sinh Kt cosco^t)

x 6 (v'b — va sinh Kt sin ust — vb cosh Kt cos u ^ i

+fj,a sinh Kt cos cost — fxb cosh Kt sin wist)

x6(fi!a — va cosh Kt sinu>st — vb sinh Kt cos uj\zt

+fj,a cosh Kt cos u>st — Hb sinh Kt sin uiist)

j!b — va sinh Kt cosuist — ̂ cos^s ina ; i3 i

—fia sinh Kt sin ust + nb cosh Kt cos ui\zt J. (59)
15



It is expressed as a product of six Dirac delta-functions, arguments of which explicitly depend

on time.

The description of stimulated Raman scattering in terms of marginal distributions of the

symplectic tomography scheme allows to apply the well-known results of classical probability

theory for analyzing this nonlinear process. The classical propagator, obtained in the frame-

work of the probability representation of quantum mechanics, replaces the complex transition

amplitude of the usually used model of stimulated Raman scattering but it contains complete

information on the time evolution of the interacting photons and phonons.

11 Optical Tomography in Bargmann Representation

In the previous sections, we used the symplectic tomography approach. In the optical to-

mography approach [11], the Wigner function is reconstructed, if one considers the marginal

distribution w (X, <p, t) of the homodyne observable A", the distribution being dependent on the

rotation angle <p. Till now, the evolution equation was obtained for the marginal distribution

w (X, fi, V, t) in the symplectic tomography approach. Since

w (X, <p, t) = w (X. cos tp, sin <p, t), (60)

the possibility to derive the evolution equation for the optical marginal distribution arises. To

do this, let us introduce complex variables

z — \x + iv ; z = [i — iv , (61)

which are similar to the variables used in the Bargmann representation [26] of coherent states.

The inverse of Eq. (61) reads

"=£ri; "=iii- (62)

The evolution equation for the marginal probability distribution has the appearance [3, 4]

= °- (63)

Using for variables the notation determined by (61), we arrive at

z + z ( d d\
2 \dz dzj

- c.c. > w = 0 . (64)
d/dX \dz dzj 4 v ; 8X

If one makes the substitution

w (X, z, z, t), being the solution to Eq. (64), is the marginal distribution of the optical tomog-

raphy approach, namely,
/ -XT' , \ / -XT- lip —iip , \ / /?|T\

Thus, if one obtains the solution to the evolution equation for the marginal distribution of

the symplectic-tomography approach in the Bargmann representation, the marginal distribution

of the optical-tomography approach can be derived by means of Eq. (65), as well. Analogous

substitutions can be applied for the classical propagator and its path integral representation.
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12 Conclusion

We discussed the method of symplectic tomography and applied this method to physically
different, but formally analogous systems, namely, we discussed the cases of the free particle
motion, the harmonic oscillator, an ion in a Paul trap, an ion in asymmetric Penning trap,
and the stimulated Raman scattering. It was shown that the state of the trapped ion can be
determined by nonnegative probability distribution of measured observables. This means, that
quantum-mechanical system can be described in the framework of formalism which is analogous
to the formalism of classical probability theory and classical statistical physics. The marginal
distribution of the quantum system is equivalent to the nonnegative probability-distribution
function of measurable observable, determined in an ensemble of different reference frames in
the phase space. For example, if the probability-distribution function of the center-of-mass of the
ion is measured experimentally, then, with the help of the symplectic tomography method, it is
possible to reconstruct density matrix of the quantum state of the trapped ion. Consequently, the
marginal distribution and classical propagator can be successfully used for a complete description
of the quantum state and its evolution both for the trapped ion and Stokes wave in stimulated
Raman scattering (instead of Wigner function and density matrix and their evolution).

For stimulated Raman scattering, the photon distribution fucntion was calculated explicitly
in [39]. It was shown that in the specially prepared medium (with initial phonons in squeezed
correlated states) the effect of squeezing is transferring from the phonon mode to the photon
mode, and a statistical dependence of initially uncorrelated quadratures emerges due to the
interaction with the laser field.

The analogous problems for the stimulated Raman scattering were discussed in [46, 47].
The main result of the study consists in the explicit expressions for the classical propagator

for some physical systems with quadratic Hamiltonians treated in the framework of the new
formulation of quantum mechanics based on the symplectic tomography method.
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